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AKVOLITO™
bath deckchair

AKVOLITO™ is a bath deckchair created to help maintain hygiene.
Thanks to it, the daily care of a child will no longer be tiresome and 
tedious. The product ensures stability of a patient significantly reducing 
the risk of injuries.
Stable and comfortable position provides more comfort for patient while 
bathing.
The deckchair is made of light aluminium pipes and net upholstery 
protect against adverse effects of water. All the products for bathing 
have pipes filled with polyurethane foam, which prevents water ingress. 
After removing the product from bath or shower water will not leak out 
which will remain your floor dry. 
  The deckchair can be fully adapted to the patient’s needs thanks to 
adjustable elements.
Thanks to its compact design AKVOLITO™ deckchair takes up little space 
when folded down.
Available in 4 sizes.

IT IS RECOMMENDED IN THE FOLLOWING 
CASES:

• Infantile cerebral palsy,
• Paralysis,
• Injury or amputation of limbs,
• Deformation of limbs,
• Degeneration or injury of joints.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:

Waterproof upholstery made of nylon mesh | Pelvic-femoral belt | Adjustable head stabilizer | Adjustable trunk stabilizer | Adjustable leg stabilizer 
| Water-resistant adjustable chair’s frame | equipped with foam covers to avoid scratches on the oath tube
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Size 1
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AKVOLITO™
bath deckchair

ADVANTAGES:

Waterproof
This construction is neutral for harmful water influence.

Easy to use
Adjusting does not require the use of tools.

24 months warranty
We offer 24 months warranty on the product. We also pro-
vide after sales service.

Compact
When folded occupies very little space.

Lightweight construction
The product is made of lightweight and durable materials

The support system helps main-
tain proper position when lying in 

a deckchair. 

Trunk support and lower limbs 
support ensures the sense of sta-
bility and comfort when using the 

chair.

Head support with pelottes. It is 
possible to adjust the width of pe-

lottes.

ACCESSORIES:

Safety
Seat belts protect the child while bathing.

BodyMap strap set
A set of Velcro straps used for fastening 
the cushion. 

Mobile base for bath chairs AKVO™

Stabilization

Materac BodyMap K
Vacuum stabilizing mattresses which 
can be easily shaped to the patient’s 
body. They are perfect for bed sores 
prevention due to the fact that they 
support pressure points. They enable 
patient to keep correct position for 
trunk, hips, head, upper as well as lower 
limbs. They are used so as to correct 
postural defects

Product is able to use with 
BodyMap™

Check at www.bodymapsystem.com
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AKVOLITO™
size table

A

C2 B

C1

C

Z

Z1

Z2

Symbol Measurement Unit Size 1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4

A Product width [cm] 40 40 45 50

B Seat depth [cm] 25 28 33 38

C Headrest heigh [cm] 22 26 30 33

C1 Backrest height [cm] 33 37 43 50

C2 Lower leg lenght [cm] 28 31 36 41

Z Legrest tilt angle (relatively 
to the seat) 

[°] 90-180° 90-180° 90-180° 90-180°

Z1 Backrest recline angle 
(relatively to the seat)

[°] 90-180° 90-180° 90-180° 90-180°

Z2 Headrest tilt angle angle 
(relatively to the seat)

[°] 144-234° 144-234° 144-234° 144-234°

Max user weight [kg] 30 30 45 60

Product dimensions and 
weight

Unit Size 1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4

Width [cm] 40 40 45 50

Widthafter folding [cm] 40 40 45 50

Lenght [cm] 83 93 105 114

Lenght after folding [cm] 60 66 76 86

Height [cm] 57 60 64 67

Height after folding [cm] 23 23 23 23

Weight [kg] 3,6 3,8 5 5,8
 Note: Measurement tolerance range is +/- 1 cm / ½ in.


